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Fearless was first produced by Milk Crate Theatre at Carriageworks, 
Sydney, on 13 September 2012, with the following cast:

MUT-DOG Sean Barker
GIzMO Owen Gill
DOGTAG Michael Godlee
LOTTE Christa Hughes
CLIPPER Russell Kiefel
CARLOTTA Ray Morgan
CHIKA Wayne Schmidt
PT John Turanga
PEPPER Bridget Wood
CRySTAL Sarah Woods

Playwright / Director, Mirra Todd
Musical Director and Composer, Daryl Wallis
Lighting Designer, Ross Graham
Set and Costume Designer, Dylan Tonkin
Stage Manager, Asha Watson
Production Manager, Kate McBride



CHARACTERS

LOTTE, loneliness personified, she is centuries old; reflects the 
characters’ inner world, to confront and challenge them, to 
console them, to inspire them

CHIKA, a 40-year-old who deals illicit drugs and is used to 
intimidating people by his size and demeanour, who finds 
redemption after being bashed

PT, a person who has turned to clowning to deal with his ‘anger 
issues’ since being denied ongoing access to his children after a 
messy divorce

PEPPER, a 60-year-old woman (a rough sleeper), had her son 
taken away years earlier and lost contact with him; a suicide 
survivor—she has deep but faded scars on her wrists

DOG-TAG, a returned soldier suffering post-traumatic stress, 
haunted by the images of the innocent people he has killed, this 
makes him vulnerable and suicidal

CARLOTTA, a 55-year-old drag queen struggling with the fact that 
he is no longer attractive; now housebound with agoraphobia; 
has joined an internet dating service, but in his imagination he 
is still vibrant and youthful

GIzMO, a gambling addict who finds solace and belonging at the 
local pub and playing the TAB

CLIPPER, a very successful businessman, who is struggling with 
the ongoing decay of his beloved wife who is suffering from 
Alzheimer’s

CRySTAL, a carpark attendant whose husband died of cancer—a 
widow in her third year of grieving, who has become quite 
bitter

MUT-DOG, a 40-year-old man, the long lost son of Pepper, suffers 
from Asperger’s Syndrome and is genius and child in equal 
measure



PLAYWRIGHT’S NOTE

Fearless is set in The Hell Room, which bleeds into and out of various 
people’s lives, and the remnants or decaying reality of their worlds. As 
the playwright, in creating Lotte (loneliness personified) I chose the 
theatrical convention of a cabaret persona, to ensure she had legitimate 
gravitas and mischievousness in equal measure. The tag lines could 
also be projected/written/embodied in a set/lighting style aligned with 
the production elements. There are also whispers, sounds from the 
shadows written in the script (in italics), and these are to be sounds/
words coming from ‘elsewhere’—however the words themselves are 
specific to the character uttering them. The songs are also written in 
italics to clarify when a character is singing.

SCRIPT FORMAT

/ denotes an overlap in either the following line and/or 
action by the other character

Silence indicates an internal shift in the action
Pause indicates an external shift in the action
Beat indicates a moment, as marked by the character
Segue indicates the scenes bleed slowly from one to the next 

(characters must not freeze)
Transition  denotes the establishment of the new scene

This play went to press before the end of rehearsals and may differ from 
the play as performed.



PROLOGUE

As the audience enter, the theatre is already populated: four people in 
isolation living in the smallness of their lives. DOG-TAG is eating cereal 
in his chair. CLIPPER looking at the Business Review waiting for a bus. 
CHIKA is counting drugs. MUT-DOG is sitting on the street, muttering in 
agitation as he does up his bootlaces. GIzMO is there, reading through 
the form guide. 
LOTTE is illuminated in The Hell Room.

LOTTE: How do you think it feels to be shunned by all and sick of your 
own company?
How do you think it feels to be invisible when you’re desperate to be 

seen?
When the only face that looks you in the eye is your own worn out 

reflection
And she don’t ever even smile at you 
Just turns away disgusted, wants no connection
Ooooooooh, baby, something’s got to give
C’mon, c’mon, baby, I’m just trying to live
How do you think it feels when everybody thinks you’re dirty, filthy scum?
And the few rare times that you go to speak the people turn and run
How do you think it feels to live in the street and let’s face it, who 

calls that living?
To be treated like a social disease, a mortal sin that won’t be forgiven
Oooh, baby, something’s got to give
C’mon, c’mon, baby, I’m just trying to live
Don’t be so spineless
Just give some kindness
You think I’m cheerless
Baby I’m fearless
Yeah maybe I’m starving
Starving for loving
Don’t be so cheerless
Step up and be fearless.



MIRRA TODD2

Loneliness makes finger puppets of us all.
DOG-TAG: Rat-a-tat-tat. 
PT: Thwack.
CRYSTAL: Puff.
PEPPER: Scratch.
CRYSTAL: Puff.
CLIPPER: Blah.
GIZMO: Ka-ching!
CARLOTTA: Ha!
Welcome into The Hell Room.

GIzMO is illuminated at the microphone
GIZMO: Come on into The Hell Room,

It’s easy to enter though you may not leave too soon,
Lights are bright in The Hell Room,
The flashing colours belie the rising gloom,
Bells are ringing in The Hell Room,
Pretty soon they’ll be singing a sour tune,
Something takes you over in The Hell Room.
Demons and entities begin to croon,
Lost your way in The Hell Room.
With the smell of dismay, and impending doom.
You can shed a tear in The Hell Room.
As desperation, regret and despair begin to loom,
If you give your life to The Hell Room.
It will make a sad, lonely and darkening tomb.
When you’ve lost it all in The Hell Room.
You can’t get it back, and part of you remains in / the womb of…

Transition: CRySTAL smoking a cigarette.
CRySTAL: Puff.

From the shadows we hear:
PEPPER: Scratch.
GIZMO: Ka-ching!
PT: Thwack.
CLIPPER: Blah.



FEARLESS 3

MUT-DOG: Howls.
CRySTAL: It’s the living that kills. Living kills you all the way to dead. 

Every time. No bang. No swish. Just a puff, and— My husband never 
smoked a day in his— My husband. The C word! It’s the living that— 
Smoking makes me feel like I’m not alone, like the smoke somehow 
fills that part of me that is / dead too.

LOTTE: / Come on into The Hell Room.
MUT-DOG: Howls.
CRySTAL: I’m here to have a smoke. Can you believe I can’t smoke 

down there? Down there. In the pit. Full of fumes and dirt and dust 
and the lot and I’m not allowed to bloody smoke. Apparently the 
government care about my health. Don’t get me started about the 
government and my / health.

PEPPER: Hate baked beans. Hate everything about them. The smell. The 
texture. Even the idea / of them.

CRySTAL: And then I breathe it out, like it’s nothing.
PEPPER: Right up there with Deb potatoes and spag bol. Diet of the 

destitute. Dog-food the lot if you ask me. Scratch. Scratch away at 
the system till you get it working / for you, scratch.

LOTTE: Come on into The Hell Room.
GIzMO: It’s good to have something, even if it can’t hug you back. Even 

if it can’t keep you warm. Waiting for me. For me to get a beer, pull 
up my stool, and there’s nowhere else I can do that.

LOTTE: / Come on into The Hell Room.
GIzMO: Just turn up and be welcomed like / that, just welcomed.
CHIKA: I have MDMA, Angel Dust, Poppers, Snappers, Rock, Benzos, 

Cue Tips, Mud, Ritalin, Valium / Mesc/ aline, what’s your poison?
LOTTE: Come on into The Hell Room.

The street.
MUT-DOG sitting, rifling through an old, faded bag. He sees 
something just offstage.

MUT-DOG: Come here, dog. Do you wanna come closer? Cuggle me? 
Trust me? It’s late, isn’t it? you’re out late. So late it’s almost 
early. For me, almost early. Maybe not so for you, dog. Lonely 
dog. Maybe in dog time late lasts seven years divided, eh? Three 
hundred and sixty-five days in a human year divide by seven dog 



MIRRA TODD4

days in dog years is [in his head] 52.142—eh? 52.142857 divide in 
twos equals—26.071429, which makes, let me count it out, count 
it out—

He does so in his head and on his fingers. Others from the shadows:
CRYSTAL: Puff.
PEPPER: Scratch.
CRYSTAL: Puff.
GIZMO: Ka-ching!
CLIPPER: Blah.
MUT-DOG: Night is what? One third of the daytime, despite what people 

babble about, so divide by thirdsies and we have—? So, your night-
time may last 8,690 days, which means you are either streets ahead 
of me or way behind me or even-stevens, but either or maybe sit 
here? By me? Lie here, yes? Next to me. I won’t bite.

DOG-TAG: Rat-a-tat-tat.
PT: Thwack.
CRYSTAL: Puff.
PEPPER: Scratch.
CRYSTAL: Puff.
CLIPPER: Blah.
GIZMO: Ka-ching!
CARLOTTA: Ha!

SCENE ONE

Transition: The public bar at the Century Hotel.
CLIPPER and GIzMO are at the bar. CLIPPER is drinking, GIzMO is checking 
out the form guide. They are friendly strangers, who only know about the 
other that which has been revealed.

CLIPPER: I don’t suffer fools. And you, Gizmo, are one damned fool 
headin’ straight to hell / in a—

GIzMO: Nah, see most people don’t play the odds.
CLIPPER: I’m a straight talker and I’m telling you— Listen, I could take 

your money and double it, quadruple it—but that would just bore 
the shit out of you, wouldn’t it? Because it’s not about the money / 
for you.



FEARLESS 5

GIzMO: It’s about the game. The playing.
CLIPPER: Money’s what gives me a hard-on. Cold, hard cash. Stock 

market, now there’s a game worthy of men. A game for / the adults.
GIzMO: True for you, maybe, but it depends on your poison, for me it 

was always blackjack.
CLIPPER: People used to call this place The Lucky Country, but she’s a 

toothless bitch who’s lost her grip, if you ask me. People like you 
don’t stand a chance. Not anymore.

GIzMO: Ease up there, Clipper. If I didn’t get caught counting cards I’d 
be sitting pretty / flush.

CLIPPER: you’re delusional. All gamblers are.
Segue: Dog-Tag’s home.
DOG-TAG’s hibernating in his chair, eating cereal. LOTTE enters.

LOTTE: Trying to punch out a couple of zeds, baby?
DOG-TAG stands up, trying to quiet the thoughts in his mind.

But why? It’s a beautiful morning. Face the day, soldier.
DOG-TAG is clearly distressed.

Maybe some carbs. Have a bat, / then—
DOG-TAG is muttering to himself, trying to exorcise his inner 
demons.

your eating irons are putrid, soldier.
DOG-TAG takes his spoon and cleans it on his shirt.
Segue: The hotel.

CLIPPER: Just confess, there’s no strategy to poker machines.
GIzMO: So I like the pretty lights.

Segue: Dog-Tag’s Home.
LOTTE: It’s a beautiful morning.

Segue: The bar.
GIzMO: Speaking of, did you see the ambulances and cop cars a couple 

of nights ago swarm down Kingston Terrace?
CLIPPER: No, but I heard. He was always a misery, that one. Walked 

around like he was carrying the weight of Mount Vesuvius on his 
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